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1H2021 within expectations. The telco sector’s 1H2021 results were in line with our expectations notwithstanding higher
employee-related resizing costs and lower lumpy contract sales of indefeasible rights of use which dampened Telekom
Malaysia’s (TM) 2Q2021 bottom line. Time dotCom (UNRATED) likewise registered 1HFY21 results that were within
expectations notwithstanding above-industry revenue growth of 13%.



Improving celco earnings. Sequentially, 2Q2021 cellular operators’ (celco) core net profit rose by 20% to RM804mil on
the back of a 4% increase in revenue to RM2.4bil. While Maxis’ 2QFY21 core earnings growth of 8% QoQ was still
commendable, this was outpaced by the other operators’ lower operating costs.



Seasonally slightly higher margin. Lower seasonal operating expenses largely caused 2QFY21 celco EBITDA margin
to inch higher by 0.9%-point QoQ to 44%. On a YoY comparison, the sector’s EBITDA margin was flat.



Supported by higher users. Overall, cellular net subscribers increased by 351K QoQ due to both postpaid (+266K) and
prepaid (+51K) segments. The proportion of postpaid users has gradually risen to 34% in 1Q2021 from 32% in 2Q2020
and 24% in 1Q2017, as celcos have been encouraging subscribers to migrate to higher priced postpaid plans. This was
achieved with blended 2Q2021 average revenue per user (ARPU) remaining largely stable at RM45/month, almost the
same level in 1Q2017 as postpaid price declines were mostly offset by the segment’s increased subscribers.



Maxis regains market leader in both postpaid and prepaid segments. In 2Q2021, Maxis’ pole position in terms of
subscriber market share inched higher to 37.5%. Besides its continued lead in the postpaid segment, Maxis also retained
its top position in the prepaid category at a market share of 36%; albeit lower than 38% in 2Q2020 as other operators
gained faster traction in this segment. Nevertheless, Maxis’ postpaid subscriber focus and convergence strategy with its
fibre broadband services have proven to be effective with a stable blended 2Q2021 ARPU of RM47/month.



Rising competition in bundled mobile and fibre propositions. Joining the other celcos, U Mobile has recently launched
plans to bundle with fibre in Melaka, Cyberjaya, Perak and Kedah starting at attractive discounted rates of RM64.50/month
for speeds of 100Mbps. In our view, U Mobile's RM30 prepaid package, which offers unlimited data and 6GB hotspot with
speed cap of 6Mbps together with RM5/month top-up for unlimited calls, remains the frontline in the mobile wars. In the
fibre broadband market, TM’s 2Q2021 unifi subscriber growth has reached a record 188K – 8.5x Maxis’ 22K – from
aggressive promotional campaigns and focused plans to expand distribution networks and direct connectivity to homes.



Only Maxis has not provided FY21F guidance. Since April–May last year when telcos withdrew or were reviewing their
guidance to investors, Maxis has continued to refrain from providing any FY21F guidance due to the uncertain economic
impact of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic while TM is projecting flat to low single-digit revenue growth.



MyDigital boost to TM. The government’s MyDigital initiative involves investing RM15bil over 10 years via a wholly
government-owned special purpose vehicle (SPV) called Digital Nasional, which will own, execute and manage 5G
spectrum and infrastructure. This is envisaged to allow licensed telcos with equal access to the infrastructure to roll out
5G services nationwide, expected to begin in stages by the end of this year. Hence, we view this as being neutral to cellular
operators who will not be burdened by the 5G capex. However, being the owner of the nationwide High-Speed Broadband
fiberised network, we believe that this is positive for TM and to a lesser extent, Time dotCom, in providing the critical
backhaul backbone system for 5G networks.
The government has also given conditional approvals for Microsoft, Google, Amazon and TM to build and manage hyperscale data centres as well as provide hybrid cloud services, valued between RM12bil and RM15bil over the next 5 years.
While this will benefit TM One’s data centre operations, we expect TM to leverage its fixed play dominance provided by its
national fibre-optic network and extensive partnerships to support the building of third-party data centres, thus partly
alleviating high capex requirements.



Maintain OVERWEIGHT rating on the sector with BUY call for TM, which has shown significant cost improvements and
poised under brighter prospects under the government’s MyDigital initiatives. We have downgraded Maxis to HOLD from
BUY given its recent share price recovery which yields a slight upside of 6% currently to our unchanged fair value of
RM5.00/share. Maxis currently trades at a fair CYF22 EV/EBITDA of 12x, at parity to its 3-year average of 12x.
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EXHIBIT 1: VALUATION MATRIX
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DISCLOSURE AND DISCLAIMER

This report is prepared for information purposes only and it is issued by AmInvestment Bank Berhad (“AmInvestment”) without
regard to your individual financial circumstances and objectives. Nothing in this report shall constitute an offer to sell, warranty,
representation, recommendation, legal, accounting or tax advice, solicitation or expression of views to influence any one to buy
or sell any real estate, securities, stocks, foreign exchange, futures or investment products. AmInvestment recommends that
you evaluate a particular investment or strategy based on your individual circumstances and objectives and/or seek financial,
legal or other advice on the appropriateness of the particular investment or strategy.
The information in this report was obtained or derived from sources that AmInvestment believes are reliable and correct at the
time of issue. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the stated facts are accurate and views are fair and
reasonable, AmInvestment has not independently verified the information and does not warrant or represent that they are
accurate, adequate, complete or up-to-date and they should not be relied upon as such. All information included in this report
constitute AmInvestment’s views as of this date and are subject to change without notice. Notwithstanding that, AmInvestment
has no obligation to update its opinion or information in this report. Facts and views presented in this report may not reflect the
views of or information known to other business units of AmInvestment’s affiliates and/or related corporations (collectively,
“AmBank Group”).
This report is prepared for the clients of AmBank Group and it cannot be altered, copied, reproduced, distributed or republished
for any purpose without AmInvestment’s prior written consent. AmInvestment, AmBank Group and its respective directors,
officers, employees and agents (“Relevant Person”) accept no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential
losses, loss of profits and/or damages arising from the use or reliance of this report and/or further communications given in
relation to this report. Any such responsibility is hereby expressly disclaimed.
AmInvestment is not acting as your advisor and does not owe you any fiduciary duties in connection with this report. The
Relevant Person may provide services to any company and affiliates of such companies in or related to the securities or
products and/or may trade or otherwise effect transactions for their own account or the accounts of their customers which may
give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest.
This report is not directed to or intended for distribution or publication outside Malaysia. If you are outside Malaysia, you should
have regard to the laws of the jurisdiction in which you are located.
If any provision of this disclosure and disclaimer is held to be invalid in whole or in part, such provision will be deemed not to
form part of this disclosure and disclaimer. The validity and enforceability of the remainder of this disclosure and disclaimer will
not be affected.
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